Abstract. Robot engineering and related technologies have been rapidly developing during the last decades providing more and more opportunities for using robots in various fields of human activity. In the first place, this is due to continuous improvement of the characteristics of robot engines, energy resources, on-board system calculation tools, and, most importantly, development of sensory tools. This not only improves the management of the robot movement, but also allows for developing custom control systems of advanced levels. At the beginning of this century, the most rapid development in the field of mobile robots was observed in autonomous mobile robots that function in an unknown environment, which constitute the research object of this article. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to prepare the intelligent systems development methods for mobile robot motion planning, which ensure that the robot performs a planned and adjusted during the movement safe trajectory in an environment with unfamiliar obstacles. In order to achieve this purpose, a theoretical research of the mechatronic mobile robot's movement in an unknown environment was carried out, based on which the corresponding results of the research have been obtained, i.e. the theoretical operative control systems for mobile robot's movement in an unknown environment have been tested in real practical situation by designing a theoretical scheme for this research that consists of a laboratory model of a bi-cycle mobile robot and a special algorithm for its operative control. The results of the research evaluate the effectiveness of such mobile robot operation, also they show the progress and resutls of the theoretical experiment in unknown environment with certain obstacles set out in random places on the mobile robot path, as well as they identify the main factors how to improve the experimental research base.
Introduction
The tasks of a mobile robot following its path include: motion control, path planning, mapping and localization. Autonomy is assigned to the main tasks, related to the mobile robot use, the solution of which is relevant worldwide. The main problems are the following: mobile robot motion in a dynamic environment, localization quality improvement, mapping, etc.
Robot motion is usually executed in accordance with a predetermined path, which is indicated by the line on the floor or by other directives. There are two existing techniques of the mobile robot motion control [1; 2] :
• "point-to-point" motion (PTP), when the initial and final motion points are indicated, and the path is marked by directives or limiting devices; • continuous path motion (CP), when the mobile robot coordinates are being tracked in realtime and adjusted if necessary.
The first control technique (PTP) is usually used, when there is no need to estimate the actual position and direction of a robot following its path. However, when the robot moves, the changes in the surrounding working environment, which can cause an impact or accident, shall be considered. The positive factor, while applying PTP motion control, is the relative simplicity and speed of the respective calculations, which are related to the fact that there is no need to solve an inverse kinematics task [2; 3] . Respectively, CP control technique is more susceptible to resources than PTP and requires a more powerful calculation device, because each iteration step has an inverse kinematics task to solve for further mobile robot motion. CP is used to perform tasks more accurately [1; 2; 4] .
While moving along the path, the mobile robot moves from the initial position to the final one. Mobile robot path is a geometric locus of points, which is indicated by the movement of the point (in this case -the middle between the two rear wheels) as a time function in the Cartesian coordinate system [5] .
The objective of the mobile robot path planning is to transform the technical conditions of a specific task into the desirable robot path, when a mobile robot moves along a predetermined path in DOI: 10.22616/ERDev2018.17.N440 accordance with the controlling actions. Figure 1 presents the mobile robot path planning process algorithm [6] . Mobile robot path can be indicated as a continuous time function or a discrete point sequence. Usually the path is determined in the Cartesian coordinate system, and in order to make it work the inverse kinematics equations are employed.
Path planning under the obstacle-free conditions or in a known environment is sometimes a tricky but rather easily solved task, primarily related to path planning. However, recently there has been a growing interest in autonomous mobile robots (AMR). First of all, it is related to the reconsideration of the control concept, when one of the most important factors becomes the human resource preservation and the necessity to perform various works in the extreme situation zones, where the presence of a human being is undesirable or prohibited. A foreign research analysis shows that:
• various size air, land and underwater deployment autonomous robots are being actively developed; • in recent years, works related to mini and micro robotics projects have been initiated; • intelligent technologies are being employed more actively, while developing autonomous objects, and the term "intelligent robots" is being used more often.
Materials and methods
The methods based on the classical theory of artificial intelligence are introduced in order to solve the localization tasks in various fields. The intelligent systems in such localization processes are considered to be the mobile robots of various types functioning in an unknown environment. This is related to the fact that the most significant development in the field of automatic solution methods of localization tasks concentrated on the elements of artificial intelligence. In order to navigate mobile robots operating in different environment, for instance, underwater or up in the air, the modified versions of the overground environment methods are applied [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The first method [11; 12] -mapping of the environment is done by applying the environment mapping method, dividing the functional mobile robot outdoor environment to the set P of rectangular areas of various size, which either can move freely or have obstacles in them. In order to detect the obstacles, a mobile robot is equipped with the rangefinders. The coordinates of the areas are determined in accordance with the odometric subsystem data, based on the information about the wheels of a moving robot.
Originally, the outdoor environment is unexplored, and the robot starts investigating it by moving straight along the freely chosen direction. Upon detecting a new obstacle, the contour determination procedure P is performed in order to map it and divide it. To perform such task, the robot tracks the obstacle edges, by moving along its contour at a certain previously set distance, and marks the obstacle edge coordinates in the map.
When the obstacle contour is determined, its approximation in rectangles is performed. In addition, the space around the obstacle is also divided into rectangular areas. The vertex point coordinates of these areas are marked in the map. An example of outdoor environment division into rectangular areas is presented in Figure 2 .
Upon determining the coordinates of the homogenous areas, the database D is created, where similar records, providing the information about the ability to move from one section to another: {А, В, flag}, are stored. Here, A and B are the numbers of neighbouring sections, "flag" -a mark, which means "true", if it is possible to get from A to B, and "false" otherwise. For instance, the record of sections ɛ and η is the following: {ɛ, η, falsе}, and the record of sections α and β -{α, β, true}. The localization graph, the vertices of which consist of sections, where a robot can move freely, is concluded in accordance to the data from D. An example of the aforementioned environment graph is presented in Figure 3 .
Fig. 2. Example of outdoor environment division into rectangular areas

Fig. 3. Localization graph example
To plan the motion towards the target section the Dijkstra's algorithm, which finds the shortest path in the graph, is used. The path is planned in the following way. Let us say that a robot needs to go from section ɛ to section α, as indicated in Figure 3 , b. The robot moves straight, along the horizontal wall ɛ, until it reaches the vertical wall α. Then the robot moves along this wall and, upon crossing it in the middle point, moves forward, until it reaches the horizontal wall α and so on, as it is presented in Figure 3 , b.
As it is seen from the method description, it is suitable to use it only in the stationary environment, where the obstacle edges are parallel or perpendicular to each other. The one-time selection of the shortest path from the initial area to the target area does not allow to plan the possibility of moving obstacles, and the motion towards the target, while tracking the walls in a certain area, does not guarantee the optimal path even in the stationary environment. The advantage of this method is that its implementation does not require extensive calculation.
The second method [13] [14] [15] [16] -mapping of the environment is done by applying the histogram grid method. The point of this method is that the environment, in which the robot moves along the randomly selected path with the help of the acoustic rangefinders, is divided into square elements, referred to as squares. The environment map is a two-dimensional array of squares, aka histogram grid. Each square holds a certainty function value that it contains an obstacle. Let us say that a robot in square С 0 moves along the arrow direction, as it is presented in Figure 4 , a.
Then the certainty function value is updated for each square that is in the acoustic rangefinder axis, that way: the distance d к from the robot frame to the nearest obstacle is calculated. Later, based on the d к value and the square size, it is calculated which square in the grid corresponds with the obstacle position. The certainty value of the square increases at a certain size ∆o (in this case ∆o = + 3). The certainty value in other squares, located between the detected obstacle and СO, decreases by 1, as presented in Figure 4 , a. When the robot repeats the path, the values in the histogram squares are modified once again and so on. The squares with the positive certainty function value depict the obstacle position, as presented in Figure 4 , b.
Fig. 4. Environmental mapping by applying histogram grid method
Upon investigating the environment, the elements of the two-dimensional histogram grid array, holding the positive value, depict the obstacle position, and the elements, holding the negative or zero value, represent the obstacle free space.
During the localization process, the motion direction towards the target is determined in accordance with the information in the map. In every step of the path planning in the environment map, the W s х W s square window is marked around the current robot position, which is determined by the odometric subsystem, as presented in Figure 5 . 
where C ij -certainty function value, indicating that there is an obstacle in a specific square; d k -distance from the square with an obstacle from the square with the current robot position in the map. The motion planning towards the target, based only on the obstacle position data in the map, limits the method application to the static environments. In addition, the calculations increase together with the number of obstacles in a specific square. However, not only the static environment conditions can guarantee that the optimal path towards the target will be estimated, as the vector R r direction does not necessarily correspond with the optimal motion direction towards the target, as in Figure 5 . The positive side of this method is that the environment mapping process is relatively easy.
The third method [17] -the localization task solution method applied in residential and household premises. It works in the following way: the outdoor environment is analysed while moving along the obstacle edges, and the environmental features (indicators) are identified and recorded to the map. The following indicators are used: "wall on the right", "wall on the left", and "corridor".
The features are found based on the rangefinder and stopwatch data, and their interposition is determined by using an electronic compass. Moreover, the indicator "wall on the right" is identified, if during the set interval ∆T the rangefinder detects an obstacle on the right. The indicator "wall on the left" is identified, if during the set interval ∆T the rangefinder detects an obstacle on the left. Correspondingly, the indicator "corridor" is identified, if obstacles are detected on the left and on the right of the robot frame. The types of indicators are presented in Figure 6 .
Fig. 6. Outdoor environment indicators used in mapping
In this figure, С0, С4, and С12 indicate a corridor, LW0, LW4, and LW8 indicate the walls on the left, RW6, RW10 -the walls on the right, Start is the initial position of the robot before it starts investigating the environment. The indicators are detected during the environment analysis. Every time the indicator is found, its descriptor is created, and it holds the following information: indicator type (T) "wall on the right", "wall on the left", and "corridor"); motion direction (Θ), which leads to the further indicator, when you are at the previous one; indicator "length" (L); approximate estimation of the robot position in accordance with the indicator Р(х, у).
Later, the descriptor data, corresponding with the new indicator, are compared to the descriptor data that are in the map. If the data stored in the new descriptor significantly differ from the data stored in the map, the map is updated by adding a new descriptor. The environmental map is an undirected graph, which vertices correspond with the descriptors, and the nodes mean that the indicators are near. Figure 7 presents the map of the environment depicted in Figure 6 .
Fig. 7. Outdoor environment map
During the localization process, the actual position in the environmental map is determined by comparing the information regarding the distance to the obstacle with the information stored in the descriptors. The current robot position is considered to be the area, which information is the most similar to the current sensor information. The path towards the target is planned by applying the wave diffraction method. Simultaneously, the adjacency matrix is created based on the information about the adjacency of the map nodes. An example of the adjacency matrix is presented in Figure 8 . In this figure, the elements representing the adjacent vertices are depicted in white and the elements representing the non-adjacent vertices are depicted in black.
Fig. 8. Illustration of wave diffraction process
In accordance with the four-point neighbourhood model, the stimulating wave is sent from the target area in multiple directions in order to reach the robot area. Every matrix element stores the diffraction process number, as it is presented in Figure 8 . After the diffraction process, the matrix element having the smallest number is selected in accordance with the four-point neighbourhood model, and the robot moves towards the direction of the vertex representing that element. Upon reaching the vertex, the process is repeated until the target area is reached. An example of the sequence is marked with arrows in Figure 8 .
The described method is intended for use in the environments, where the obstacle and target positions are known beforehand. It could be difficult for a robot to determine its own position in the environmental map, if there were any mobile obstacles in its path. The advantage of this method is that its implementation does not require extensive calculation.
The main idea of the fifth mapping method is that the map graph vertices have to provide information about the neighbouring areas in the environment in order to reduce the error while estimating the actual position. For this purpose, they have to depict the interposition of the areas in the outdoor environment. In addition, each vertex stores the information from the visible subsystem, for instance, digital photos of the space surrounding the area that corresponds with the vertex in the map. Having this data, the robot determines its own position by comparing the current visible information with the information that is stored in the map graph vertex. The vertex of the current robot position is the one, which best corresponds with the data. In order to form the environmental map, the robot periodically moves along the freely chosen direction at the distance equal to its frame length, while including new vertices in the map and saving the visible information. Then, it is determined which vertices are neighbouring to the newly created one. Each neighbouring vertex is connected to the newly created using joints, which store the information about the needed distance and direction in order to move from one vertex in the map to another. An example of an outdoor environment and its map, created using the aforementioned method, are presented in Figures 9, a-b .
Fig. 9. Outdoor environment and its topological map
Following the foregoing approach, the robot determines its own position by calculating the probability of being in each of the nodes of the map, which are estimated comparing the current sensor data to the data included in the map. Upon calculating the probability values for each node in the map, they are compared to the threshold that was set beforehand. Finally, the set of nodes, having higher than the threshold probability, are analysed as the most probable robot position, as it is presented in Figure 10 , where the white balls represent the vertices of the probable robot position.
Fig. 10. Determining agent position in environmental map
Later, the node, having the maximum probability value, is selected from the set and is considered to be the current robot position. Upon determining the actual position, the path from the current map node to the target node is planned in accordance with the modified Dijkstra's algorithm.
The main drawbacks of the described method are the extensive calculations while determining the robot position and forming the environmental map, due to which it is difficult to plan the path in realtime, as well as disregarding environment dynamics while planning the path towards the target.
The sixth mapping method [18] [19] [20] tries to create the localization subsystem for a robot in a dynamic environment. The principle of this method is that the robot, while moving in the environment, detects its dividing points, referred to as indicators, and includes their dividing settings in the environmental map, which takes the form of a graph. In addition, the graph node stores the data regarding its coordinates as well as the movement sequence and duration, which is needed for a robot to reach the next indicator.
The outdoor environment investigation method can be described in the following sequence [18] : 1. Indicators are located in the blind spots of the environment, at the corridor intersections, as well as near the doors; 2. If two motion directions exist (forward -backward), the chosen direction is the one corresponding to the current direction;
3. If more than two motion directions exist and there is no indicator in the current robot position, the planning system creates a new indicator and sets the connection with the previous one (saves the data regarding the motion direction towards the new indicator and the length of the path in order to reach the indicator); 4. If the path intersection in the current robot position has an indicator, the neuro-network plans the optimal path towards the indicator, which is the closest to the target; 5. If there is an indicator "path intersection" in the current robot position and at least one unexplored motion direction, the localization subsystem will try to investigate whether it is a shorter path towards the target; 6. If there is no clear path between two indicators, the connection between them is eliminated.
In accordance with the foregoing method, the robot analyses the environment and forms the map until it reaches the target. The described path is used until the obstacle is detected. This case is presented in Figures 11, a-b , where the environment is a single building floor. The path towards the target, estimated during the initial environment analysis, is presented in Figure 11 , a. Upon repeating the path the second time, the robot faced an obstacle -a closed door. Facing the obstacle, the robot updates the environment analysis in order to find a clear path and avoid the obstacle, as depicted in Figure 11 , b.
Fig. 11. Example of localization system operation
The drawback of the aforementioned method is that the method can only be used in the quasistationary outdoor environments that have been formalized beforehand.
Discussion
The intellectual mobile systems are developed in science centers of Japan, the USA, the UK, France, Germany and other countries. However, despite all these efforts, the results are far from what they are expected. This is due to the fact that in the general cases the provision of automated navigation of the intelligent mobile system involves the necessity to create algorithms that allow solving the problems related to formation of the permeability map of the pre-informal environment; identifying the current position on the map based on the information from the environment; planning the movement towards the target trajectory using the map.
In turn, the solution of these problems is of fundamental scientific-practical nature [7; 8] : adequate environmental perception; precise presentation of knowledge about it; effective implementation of precise actions of efector subsystem in real-time.
So, as seen in the described method analysis, they allow to solve localization tasks only under the stationary environment conditions. Meanwhile, the majority of methods require prior information about the interposition of the objects in the environment. A lot of the mentioned methods do not allow to plan the optimal path even under the stationary environment conditions, and none of these methods analyse the target behaviour. Only the odometric or visible information is used to determine the actual robot position, which causes great errors that are difficult to predict. While using the aforementioned methods to solve the localization tasks in the non-stationary environment, we face the major difficulties related to the fact that none of them allows a robot to predict its path in order to avoid the collision with mobile obstacles.
In addition, while trying to create methods that have no mentioned drawbacks and are properly realised by traditional architectures, based on the coherent information processing, we face the fact that it is impossible to ensure the robot functioning in real-time. This problem can be solved by creating localization subsystems based on the neuro-network information processing methods.
Conclusions
To summarise the analysis of the robot motion planning in an unknown environment, discussed in this chapter, the following conclusions can be drawn: 1. The application of a certain motion planning method depends on the robot motion velocity. If the robot moves quickly or the motion is planned in a dynamic environment, the real-time mode is to be applied, because under the unpredictable robot environment conditions the decisions have to be made quickly. 2. While processing the information from the sensors, the environmental model update is implemented step by step or during every program iteration. The speed of this process determines the ability to efficiently solve the problem of the robot motion planning in the environment with unknown mobile obstacles. 3. There is a necessity to apply the artificial intelligence methods in the decision making stage, during the estimation of the robot's path points in the operational robot area in order to move from the initial configuration to the target configuration while avoiding obstacles. 4. While planning the robot motion in an unknown environment in the real-time mode, especially with unknown mobile obstacles, the time consumption is very important. It includes the time intended for the respective calculations, the time, during which the sensors scan the information about the environment, and the time intended to process this information, which depends directly on the type of the range sensor. So, choosing the right sensors is the most important part of the mobile robot motion planning process in an unknown environment and its realization in practice.
